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eBlessings International Daily Devotional Archives
enrich, inspire, encourage, bless, and empower spiritual warriors for end-time battles

prepared with the guidance of the Holy Spirit for spiritual growth and victory!

Devotionals Designed to Empower and Grow Our Spirits

IDD 2004 IDD 2005 IDD 2006 IDD 2007 IDD 2008 IDD 2009

MARCH 2009MARCH 2009 MARCH 2009
V i s i t D O T , a n d W O W E m p o w e r m e n t S e r i e s ,

p l u s P r o p h e c y , S p i r i t u a l K e y s & L e s s o n s , I A , P P a n d m o r e . . .

Each One! Bless One!
You Make a Difference!

* * * * *
Thursday, March 19, 2009

PLURALISM is not enlightenment and makes for poor governing.

“That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and
carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and
cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive;”

EPHESIANS 4:14 (KJ)

Reject Spirits of Deception – 2. This is how a person or group of people

can bring an unclean spirit into your home, business, or government;

namely in this case: “deception.” Please read part one, Monday, 16 March

2009. Please listen carefully because there is a lot of information. During

this devotional when I say, FED, I am talking about the Federal Reserve

Bank of America. The FED if you do not know, is located in regions

around the country. Every month, three months and six months and

annually the FED holds meetings where large business owners in your

region (Fortune 400 and 500 companies) get together to set prices, set

economics for your region and OTHER things. This amounts to

COLLUSION. It is not collusion when selfish interests are not involved, but

if you look at any banking executive in ANY FED or ANY BANK, check the

legality, the morality, the ethics, the “how, what, when, why, who and you
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will find corruption in the SYSTEM—don’t believe me—check their

CONTRACTS. Geithner, (THE CROOK—former NY FED chief) was

number one—TOP DOG. He had and has corruption was and still are

TOP DOG. Geithner—a BUSH crony (puppet). Check it out. Please listen.

“Little children, let no man deceive you: he that doeth righteousness

is righteous, even as he is righteous.” 1 John 3:7 (KJ)

One word --- S-U-N-T-R-U-ST. SunTrust, oh that’s two words, is the third

largest bank in Georgia (a state in the USA). Let’s bring the TARP and the

FAT CATs and the FAT CAT WANNABEs on home. Everyone, almost

everyone is up in arms concerning the FAT CAT bonuses (As if we didn’t

know of this crazy overly-abusively greedy get something for nothing

attitude which we (THE MIDDLE CLASS) put up with exists. “Out-of-

bound” salaries for corporate execs who do less work than you or I is

something we, THE MIDDLE CLASS, should have been up in arms about

20 years ago; so don’t act so surprised that they (FAT CATS) continue in

this MIDDLE CLASS sanctioned exercise in greed.) You have not stopped

it before, why do you think you will or can stop it now. (Stop putting up

with it wherever and whoever you are—today.)

“Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and

offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid

them. For they that are such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but

their own belly; and by good words and fair speeches deceive the

hearts of the simple.” Romans 16:17-18 (KJ)

SunTrust (double-dipping) received TARP funds in the amount of $____.

The corporate bonuses (stock fraud) amounted to $_______ this year and

$________ last year. You want me to fill in the blanks—YOU best find out

for you. (In all things, find out for yourself.) Now how much are the
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corporate bonuses going to be this year for this institution’s FAT CATs

after having received our MIDDLE CLASS money? Good question. Keep

your eyeballs on them to see.

Also, CONTRACTS. We, the Middle Class in Georgia may want to check

behind SunTrust and all the banks in Georgia. This is why. I used to work

at the FED. The NY Fed is the grand-daddy and the “big dog.” They do

not make the type of mistakes which happened under the NY FED’s watch

unless there was or is COLLUSION. Check for collusion in Georgia or

your local government—to get it stopped, because it harms the American

MIDDLE CLASS.

There is continued COLLUSION with Geithner. A FED CHIEF DOES NOT

MAKE IRS MISTAKES, unless they are emboldened and prideful enough

like antichrist and demon spirits who believe and act as though Christians

are “hog-tied” without “the Power” to stop them or to make true change—

SPIRITUAL CHANGE, Mr. Obama—something of which you and Oprah

know nothing or very little; PLURALISM is not enlightenment. These bold

spirits will attempt and have been operating right in front of you; and you

and I have been watching them operate and acting as if human actors (the

state and federal legislators) are not being possessed by unclean spirits

which is an enormous part of Jesus Christ’s ministry, Oprah: delivering

people from unclean spirits. Duh! I digress.

Let’s stick on contracts for a minute. Only a minute, I promise you. Last

night the Po-po came by the house to pick me up, I guess. I never

interacted with the DeKalb County Police (po-po) but I know they were

there. The neighbors knew. Anyway. We are speaking of contracts here.

So A.I.G., (Aggressively Increasing Greed) in collusion with the BUSH

administration, whose administration “worked” this A.I.G. contract to the

benefit of their fellow FAT CATs, say they cannot stop the payment of the
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bonuses (or can make them give ONLY some of the money back.) (This

represents the COLLUSION of the VALUEMAKERs (the Press), the FAT

CATs (big business), the LOBBYISTs (and those they represent), your

legislators and representatives, the SEC, the FED System, (YOUR

GOVERNMENT-which taxes you but gives you no representation, only lip

service to representation.) many of whom are on the payroll of the FAT

CATs receiving undisclosed PERKS, in undisclosed amounts, to

undisclosed persons, at undisclosed locations, at undisclosed times.

Doesn’t all this non-disclosure raise some RED FLAGS to you? (Akin to

the “Page Boy” issue that some of our government leaders have.)

So my wife, Elizabeth no longer wants to be married. She is an

ATTORNEY. Now listen carefully about CONTRACTS. MARRIAGE is a

life-long contract, The UAW has employment contracts which are not life-

long term, any employee working in America can be fired regardless of

their employment contract. Contracts are made every day in large

corporations like S-U-N T-R-U-S-T. Contracts are not made to be

broken—but most FAT CAT contracts are in disagreement with American

Christian morality and integrity; therefore most definitely should be broken.

And saying, “I am the blame,” does not make it all okay sir. Nothing has

changed; you are saying, “I am the blame,” instead of GW. (TO BE CONTINUED)

TIME IS RUNNING OUT FOR YOU TO CHANGE
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